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Have you tried updating Generals to patch 1.08 and have legit clean copies of Win 10 and generals
deluxe but when I launch the application literally nothing happens. It will ask for admin privaliges but
when thats all done the game doesn't launch or do anything, should i try the options.ini fix Have you
tried the solution under The game doesn't launch after successful install in my updated OP, or the
fixes mentioned in my conversation with ej24 It should be easiest fixed by downloading a no-cd
cracked exe (i would look at gamecopyworld.com first) I've just updated Generals to patch 1.08 and
have legit clean copies of Win 10 and generals deluxe but when I launch the application literally
nothing happens. It will ask for admin privaliges but when thats all done the game doesn't launch or
do anything, should i try the options.ini fix Have you tried the solution under The game doesn't
launch after successful install in my updated OP, or the fixes mentioned in my conversation with ej24
It should be easiest fixed by downloading a no-cd cracked exe (i would look at gamecopyworld.com
first) I've just updated Generals to patch 1.08 and have legit clean copies of Win 10 and generals
deluxe but when I launch the application literally nothing happens. It will ask for admin privaliges but
when thats all done the game doesn't launch or do anything, should i try the options.ini fix Yeah, I
don't think im allowed to provide a link to it on this forum due to thier piracy policy, but it shouldn't
be too hard, just google something like gamecopyworld command and conquer generals zero hour
and you should find it, remember to download the no-cd version for the version of your game and
replace your exe with the provided one.
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Okay, that did not work. I have blackguard, gamecopyworld, and gameguard, none worked.
However, I do know that blackguard will create a cracked exe for your game. I have not tried

gamecopyworld, I want to try that. Anyways, you can download blackguard from,
www.blackguard.com or www.gamecopyworld.com or download the cracked exe from there That did
not work, unless blackguard is something different, I have just tried installing the game and i can't
start it. I will not bother downloading blackguard. However, I will try the gamecopyworld one But

given that we've had a good fix for the first issue, I would suggest downloading an exe of no-cd crack
from gamecopyworld.com. It will do the job if you've got any DVD-ROM drive difficulties. If you're

happy with the Digital version, there is no need to try and use an installation patch to activate it. You
can choose that option when you install it. It's best to check to make sure that the title itself is also
installed (and not a patch) on your PC by typing "command and conquer generals -version" at the

command prompt. If you get an error message indicating "command and conquer generals not
found", then try downloading the exe from gamecopyworld.com and using that. A good no-cd crack
will work on Windows Vista/7/8, and Windows 10. If you need support for Windows XP, then you'll

probably need to use the instructions on gamecopyworld.com for a no-cd crack. Now go to
gamecopyworld.com and look at all the cracked games available. See if there's any likely matches

for Command and Conquer Generals. Then click on the download button and choose the right one for
you. 5ec8ef588b
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